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LAW DEPARTMENT
University of Georgia,
Athens, Ga.

SUMMER SCHOOL
begins June 24, 1929. First and second year work will be given. It appears that there will be a large attendance. The 1929 session begins the 3rd Wednesday in September.

LARGEST LAW SCHOOL IN THE STATE

ARNETT'S STUDIO
255½ North Lumpkin
Portraits: Kodak Finishing
Commercial Work
Athens :: Georgia

This Book
is cased in an S. K. SMITH COVER—a cover that is guaranteed to be satisfactory and is created and SMITHCRAFTED by an organization of craftsmen specializing in the creation and production of good covers. Whatever your cover requirements may be, this organization can satisfy them.

SEND FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES TO
THE S. K. SMITH CO.
Smithcrafters of Good Covers
213 INSTITUTE PLACE
CHICAGO

School and Office Equipment
and Supplies
THE
McGREGOR COMPANY
Athens :: Georgia

Not how cheap
but how good—
FINDLEY
DRY CLEANERS
CHEROKEE HOTEL

Pooh-Wah!
"HE DID HIS BEST"